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Abatract: The differential cross sections, do(9)/dQ, and the vector 

analysing powers, IT.. (9), were measured for the elastic and inelastic 

scattering of 52 MeV vector polarized deuterons from M N e , ^Ne, MMg, 
M S i , " s , 3*S, M A r and *°Ar nuclei. Coupled channels analysis was 

carried out using an axially sysnetrlc rotational model with either 

prolate or oblate quadrupole deformations for each isotope. Calcu

lations assuming harmonic vibrator model were also carried out. In 

general, reorientation effects were found to be weak. A global optical 

model potential containing an imaginary spin-orbit component was found 

to be the most suitable in describing the experimental data at this 

energy. 

NUCLEAR REACTIONS M,2*to, MMg, M S i , 3 2 , 3*S, 39'*°Ar(3,d), (o\d'), 

E - 52 MeV; measured d?(0)/dO * n d iT u(9); coupled channels analysis; 

deduced P2 and optical model parameters. M S i , , 2 S and *°Ar natural 

targets; M ' M N e , ' 6Mg, 3*S and 3 6Ar enriched targets. 
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1. Introduction 

It has baan pointed out that raoriantation of alactric quadrupola 

moment for tha 2* statas aay play an important rola in scattering1,2 ) of 

protons and dautarons. For dafomad nuclai tha 2*-2* matrix alaaant, which 

is proportional to tha quadrupola aoaant, Qj*, nay hava a sufficiantly 

strong influanca on tha analysing powars to allow to distinguish batwaan 

prolata and oblata shapas of tha targst nuclai. Tha affact is anargy 

dapandant and is axpactad to ba strongsr at lowar projactila anargias. 

However, dua to contributions from indiract processes, such as anargy 

fluctuations and rasonanca scattering, intarpratation of tha low anargy data 

aay ba difficult. Mora racantly it was rapcrtad that raoriantation af facts 

aay ba significant at such high anargias •» 65 MeV for protons and 56 MaV 

for dautarons3). 

So far no systematic study of raoriantation affacts in scattaring of 

polarizad particlas has baan undartakan. However, froa tha available 

results, confined aainly to anargias below 25 MaV, certain patterns can ba 

noticed. In nearly all cases tha reorientation process is found to affect 

relatively strongly tha analysing powars for scattaring to tha first, 2* 

excited statas in even-even nuclai and to a certain extant also tha 

inelastic scattaring differential cross sections. Scattaring to tha second, 

2*, statas is influanced lass strongly*). For tha oscillating analysing 

powars tha reorientation procass shifts tha oscillations to smaller angles 

and damps tha oscillation amplitude for prolata quadrupola deformations. 

For oblate shapas the affact is tha opposite; the oscillations are shifted 

towards larger angles and their amplitude is increased. Such behaviour was 

demonstrated for 24.5 MaV protons scattered from 1 3 2Sm [ref.1)], 9.4 MeV 

dautarons scattered from M S 1 [raf s ) ] , 20.5 MaV dautarons scattered froa 
15*Sa (ref.6)], 20 MaV deuterons scattered froa 2*Mg, **Si and 5*Cr [ref.*)] 
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and It MaV deuterons scattarad froa a S [ref.*)]. 

It should ba noCad that for M S raoriantation affacts vara also 

studlad ualng energy averaged rasults corresponding to dautaron incidant 

energy B d - 9.7 MaV [raf.9)]. At this anargy, experiaental data could not 

ba fittad using aithar prolata or oblats shapes for 3 2 S . Good agreeaent 

batwaan theory and axpariaant was, however, obtainad aeeuaing tha haraonic 

vibration aodal. On the othar hand, at E 4 — 18 MaV, distinction batwaan 

oblata and prolata ahapas for M S li claar with a prolata quadrupola 

daforaation giving dafinitaly a battar dascription of tha experiaental 

rasults. Thus ons sat of data dascribss u S u i haraonic vibrator whila 

tha othar shows it to ba deforaed with a prolata shapa. It is claar, 

therefore, that avan in casas for which agraaaant batwaan thaory and 

axpariaant is good discriaination batwaan nuclaar ahapas and aodals ahould 

ba takan with caution. 

At vary low anergics, 510 MaV, strong dapandanca on tha sign of tha 

quadrupole deformation paraaatar, P., was found not only for tha inalastic 

but also for tha alastic scattering 5 ) . At these energies axpariaental 

rasults had to ba avaragad over a range of incidant energies in order to 

ainialse affects of resonance scattering. 

Lass claar raoriantation affects were reported for 20.3 MeV protons 

scattered froa u S i [raf.7)], 12.3 MaV deuterons scattered froa W , 3 , ' M F « 

[raf.*)], 10 MaV deuterons scattered froa **Mg (ref.9)] and 15 MaV deuterons 

scattered froa MFa [raf.*)]. For 20.3 MaV protons and for 10 MaV and 15 

MaV deuterons, coupled channels calculations predict strong dependence of 

tha analysing powers on tha sign of fiz. However, agreeaent between tneory 

and axpariaant is far froa satisfactory. At 12.3 MaV deuteron energy 

theoretical predictions for prolate and oblate shapes are shown only for 
M F e . For this nucleus fits to the elastic scattering favour an flhlaxt 
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deforaation while tha distributions for tha 2* inelastic scattering are 

described batter assuming a prolate shape. 

At higher energies, a small but clear angular shift was reported for 

65 HeV protons scattered froa **Mg [ref.3)]. Tha displayed fit to the 

analysing powers for the 2* state is exceptionally good for a prolate shape. 

However, fits to other anuglar distributions are not shown. A aore 

extensive coupled channels analysis waa carried out later for 65 protons 

scattered fron **Mg, M S i and U S [ref.9)]. Results of this analysis 

indicated that good fits could be obtained only for tha elastic scattering. 

Fits for tha inelastic scattering, and in particular for the 2* analysing 

powers, are far froa satisfactory. The discrepency between theory and 

experiaent is particularly strong for the 2* state in 2*Mg. These 

calculations put in doubt the earlier results of ref. 3). 

An atteapt to distinguish between prolate and oblate shapes was also 

aade for 65 MeV protons scattered froa **Si [ref. 1 0)]. However, the 

predicted saall angular shift for the two shapes and the poor quality of 

fits aake the results inconclusive. 

For the 56 MeV deuterons reorientation effects were reported for 2*Mg 

and M S i [ref.3)]. At this energy the angular dependence of the vector 

analysing powers i T u (0) for tha 2* states is distinctly different froa that 

observed at lower energies. The region sensitive to the sign of 0. was 

found to be confined to angles between about 20 and 60 . By comparing 

coupled channels calculations with the experiaental data it was possible tc 

distinguish between prolate and oblate shapes with aore clesr discriaination 

being for u S i . However, here again, theoretical predictions for the two 

signs of 0Z are shown only for the iT u(0) distributions for the 2* states. 
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The aia of tfaa work daacribad in this paper was to explore more 

systaiatlcally this higher energy region for the s-d shell nuclei. The 

experimental procedure Is described In section 2. Section 3 contains 

details of the coupled channels analysis. Discussion and conclusions are 

presented in section 4. 

2. HmtrtMntil wrectdurt and, rtwltt 
The measureasnts described here were performed using 52 MeV vector 

polarised deuterons supplied by the Laab-shift polarized ion source11) and 

by the Karlsruhe isochronous cyclotron. The beaa transport systea was set 

in an achromatic aode delivering abcut 5 nA of polarized deuteron beaa on 

target with an overall energy resolution of detected deuterons of about 270 

keV being aainly due to the beaa resolution. The following targets were 

used in the aeasureaents: *°Ne (99.9% enriched), u N e (99.7% enriched), 
MMg(99.7% enriched), Si(92.2% of M S 1 ) , S(SH2 with 95% of 
MSH a), ,*S( 3*SH 2,89.8% enriched), 3,Ar(99.5% enriched) and Ar(99.59% of 

**Ar). Neausureaents of the differential cross sections,da(e)/dO, and of 

the vector analysing powers, iT n(9), for the elastic and inelastic deuteron 

scattering were carried out in the range of angles of about 10 - 80 (lab), 
• • • 

in steps of 1.5 for up to about 50 and in steps of 3 for larger angles. 

The asthod of Measurement of the vector analysing powers using cyclotrons is 

described in ref. u). The detector systea consisted of six AE-E solid state 

counter telescopes placed at symmetric angles with respect to the beaa 

direction. The detectors were mounted on two remotely controlled, moveable 

tables inside a large scattering chamber. The angular distance between the 

adjacent detector telescopes on each table was 3 and the angular resolution 
• 

of the detector slit systems was ±0.5 . The thickness of the detectors was 
1300 pm or 2000 pa tor the AE detectors and 7000pm (2000pm + 5000pm) for the 
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B detectors. The usual pulse aultiplication aethod was used for the 

particle identification. During the measurements the beaa polarization was 

flipped every few minutes according to a preset value of the beam current 

integration counts. 

The absolute value of the beaa polarization was aonitored using the 
uC(3,d) uC elastic scattering at 9 - 47*(lab). This angle corresponds to 

an optiaua value of the [iTu(9)]2dff(9)/dO parameter with the analysing 

power iT u<47*) - 0.318+0.035 being known froa the double scattering 

measurements13). The beam polarimeter was mounted downstream, outside the 

main scattering chamber and it was followed by a Faraday cup used in the 

measurements of the integrated charge. The target of the beam polarimeter 

consisted of a large polyethylene fail. Scattered deuterons were detected 

by two Nal(Ti) detectors placed symmetrically in respect of the deuteron 

beaa. The thickness of the Nal(Tl) crystals was chosen in such a way as to 

allow a clear separation of deuterons froa the high energy protons froa the 
uC(d,p) 1 3C reaction. In addition, & thin Al foil was also mounted in front 

of each crystal to suppress Z>2 particles. The average beam polarization, 

p , during the measurements was 0.4610.0.05 and its stability was within 

about 2% over a long period of data collection. 

Deuteron spectra from the main detectors and from the beam monitor 

were stored on magnetic tapes and were analysed off-line using an MPI VAX-

780 computer systea. All data reduction calculations were carried out using 

computer code L0RNA1*). Written for the 52 MeV data, the code can have a 

more general application. It performs a global analysis of particle spectra 

and it was written in such a way as to aake it simple to use and to allow 

for an easy interaction of the user with the calculations. Typically about 

200 spactra were taken for each target. Prograa L0RNA converted ehea to 

da(9)/d0 and to iT n(9) angular distributions in about 1.5 ainutes for each 
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excitation energy. Calculations of tha errors of tha experiaental data 

include statistical uncertainties, background subtraction and beaa 

polarization errors. 

All experiaental distributions are shown together with the theoretical 

predictions in the next section. However, as Mentioned earlier, tha iT u(8) 

analysing powers for the 2* states are expected to carry relatively strong 

dependence on the sign of fi2. It is, therefore, also interesting to compare 

tha relevant experiaental results separately in one figure. Figure I shows 

that except for one isotope, M S i , all 1T U(8) distributions for tha 2* 

atates display siailar features. These results will be discussed further in 

section 4. 

3. Theoretical analysis 

The coupled channels analysis of the experiaental data was carried out 

using code BCIS 1 5). All theoretical calculations ware performed using the 

Australian National University UNIVAC 1100/82 computer. For each targat 

isotope four distributions, da(0)/dfl and iT n(6) for tha ground and for tha 

first 2* excited states, were fitted simultaneously. In order to see 

whether theoretical fits are sensitive to the sign of the quadrupole 

deformation, independent searches of potential paraaaters ware carried out 

using either positiva or negative 02 paraaater for each target isotope. In 

all thasa calculations an axially symmetric rotational model containing 

quadrupole and haxadecapola deformations was assumed for all nuclei. The 

central and tha spin-orbit components of the deuteron-nucleus interaction 

potential were deformed and tha same deformation parameters were used for 

all of them. 
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The optical model parameter search was first carried out using, as 

starting values, potential parameters derived earlier w ) for the 52 MeV 

deuteron elastic scattering. Unfortunately, searches based on any of the 

four sets of parameters of ref. 1 6) did not result in fitting simultaneously 

the distributions for the elastic and the inelastic scattering. The 

potential F' of ref. 1 7), containing an imaginary spin-orbit component, was 

tried next and it was found to give a significantly better description of 

the experimental results. The potential F' contains five components, 

defined by a total of 15 parameters. In the initial series of calculations 

the experimental results for each nucleus and for either positive or 

negative fi were fitted by searching on all 15 parameters in groups of up to 

10 parameters at a time and with all 15 parameters varied simultaneously in 

the final stages of parameter optimization. After finishing the 

calculations for all nuclei and for both signs of fi2 it was found that, with 

some exceptions, all 15 parameters fluctuated around certain smoothly 

varying, mass dependent values. Close examination of all these parameters 

suggested that many of them could be fixed at their original values and that 

the 15 parameter search could be reduced to a search on only four 

parameters. In particular, the analysis involving searches on all 15 

parameters indicated (a) that the depth of the central volume absorption 

potential, tfg, could be constant for all target isotopes but that its value 

should be reduced to 2.07 MeV; (b) that the radii of the central surface and 

volume absorption potentials should be different tut that the reduced radius 

of the volume absorption potential, could be fixed at the value rJ as given 

for potential F'; (c) that all other parameters, except for V R, a o, W p and 

r D, could be assumed to have the values given in ref. 1 7). In particular, no 

compelling evidence was found for a need to alter the parameters of the 

spin'orbit components from their original values. 
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Taking into account results of the 15 parameters search, as described 

above, the analysis was repeated by searching on only four parameters, V K, 

a #, V^ and rfi. In general, the resulting fits were found to be similar to 

those obtained by searching on all 15 parameters. The searching procedure 

was not only considerably easier and faster but it also aliminated some 

spurious parameter fluctuations. Results of the four parameter search for 

each isotope ware taken as representing the b*st theoretical predictions at 

this deuteron energy. They are displayed in figs 2-5 for 0' > 0 and for fi, 

< 0. Except for M S i , the full and the dotted lines are for the 

calculations using prolate and oblate deformations, respectively. For M S i 

the representation is reversed. The four individually adjusted parameters 

for each target Isotope and for each sign of 02 parameter, are shown in fig. 

6. They were found to be close to their original values **hich are also 

shown in the same figure. Deformation parameters, fit and fi, used in the 

coupled channels calculations are listed in Table 1. 

Finally, in order to see to what extent theoretical predictions are 

model-dependent, the four parameter search was also carried out assuming a 

harmonic vibrational modal for each isotope. Results of the calculations 

are shown as the dashed lines in figs 2-5 and the corresponding coupling 

parameters fin are listed also in Table 1. Final parameters V R, a e, W D and 

R^ ware found to be the same as those corresponding to the full lines in 

figs 2-5. 

#. Plaenaaion and conclusions 

A survey of the quadrupole moments for nuclei in the s-d shell1') 

indicates that only M S i nucleus has a strong oblate quadrupole deformation 

with the adopted value for the quadrupole moment Q^* - +16±3 efm*. Two 
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other candidates for an oblate shape are **S and M A r with the adopted Qj* 

values being +4±3 efa* and 4-1116 efa2, respectively. The <Ĵ + value for 3*S 

is better known and it indicates a nearly spherical shape. Another nucleus 

for which IQ,*! is reported to be wall is *°Ar (Q^ - +1+4 efa 2). Nuclei 
n H e , °Nt, n N g and M S are prolate with various degrees of deforaation. 

Experiaetal survey of the vector analysing powers for the 2* states in 

the s-d shell nuclei (see fig. 1) indicates that the general features of the 

iT„(8) distributions are the saae for the prolate nuclei and for nuclei 

with saall |Q^* | aoaents. The only distinctly different distribution is for 

the nucleus with a strong oblate deforaation. This survey indicates that 

reorientation effects at 52 MeV deuteron energy aay allow to identify only 

nuclei with strong oblate shapes; they do not, however, allow to distinguish 

between prolate, spherical or nearly spherical nuclei. 

As far as the coupled channels calculations are concerned we have 

found that the global potential F' of ref. 1 7) gives, in general, 

satisfactory siaultaneous fits to the four angular distributions for each 

target isotope. Fits to the iT u(9) distributions for the 2* states could 

be iaproved at the expense of the fits to the reaaining distributions. 

However conclusions based on such a procedure alght not be Meaningful. 

Considering calculations for the iT u(0) to the 2* states, as presented in 

figs. 2-5, it is clear that the aost clear discriaination between prolate 

and oblate quadrupole shapes is in the case of u M g and M S i nuclei. Fits 

to n , z a N e are rather poor and agreeaent between the experiaental and the 

theoretical results is only aarginally better for prolate shapes. 

Expcrlaental results for this pair of isotopes were found to be the aost 

difficult to fit when using the coupled channels procedure. The easiest to 

fit were the experiaental results for a 2 , J*S and for M ,*°Ar isotopes. 

Figs.k and 5 show that an assumption of prolate shapes gives only aarginally 
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better representation of the dat- for n , M S with practically no diffcrane* 

batwaan th* two signs of fiz for 3*'*°Ar. In ganaral, raoriantation offacts 

in tha 52 HeV dautaron scattering appear to be weak. This is further 

confined by comparing rotational and vibrational model calculations. The 

basic difference between the two aodels is in the 2*-2* matrix elements 

which vanish for the harawnic vibrator. Results presented in figs 2-5 show 

that, in general, there are no significant differences between the 

rotational and the vibrational nodal calculations. Even for M M g and M S i 

nuclei, calculations using prolate shapes are similar to those obtained 

using harmonic vibrator. This is in contrast with the results at lower 

incident energies where for strongly deformed nuclei, even if fits to the 

experimental data are poor, differences between rotational and vibrational 

•odel calculations are generally significant. At 52 MeV the influence of 

the 2*-2* matrix element is such that only for large positive quadrupole 

•omenta a noticable change in the 1T U(6) analysing powers for th* 2* may be 

produced. For small or for prolate deformations general character of the 

calculated analysing powers is nearly the sane. 

In summary, our experimental survey alone, supported further by the 

coupled channels calculations, indicates that, in general, reorientation 

effects at 52 MeV deuteron energy for the s«d shell nuclei are weak. Th* 

experimental i T u (8) distributions for nuclei with large prolate and with 

small deformations are found to have similar features. Only in a single 

case of a strong oblate deformation, for "Si, was a distinctly different 

experimental 1T 1 1(6) distribution observed for th* 7* excitation and only 

for two isotopes, M M g and M S i , were distinctly different iT n(6) 

predictions for the two signs of fl% found for th* 2* states. For 2 0N* and 
2 4R*, an assumption of large oblat* deformations did not result in altering 

significantly th* calculated iT u( a) distributions for th* 2* states. 
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However tha ovarall fits to all four distributions for aaeh of thasa two 

isotopes appear to favour tha correct sign of fi2. 

Our search for the bast interaction potential Indicated that potential 

¥' of ref. 1 7 ), containing an iaaginary spin-orbit coaponent, is the aost 

suitable in describing tha experimental results at 52 MeV. Furthermore, 

with tfg reduced to 2.07 MeV, only four, out of a total of 15, parameters had 

to be adjusted, in general only slightly, for each target isotope to 

optimize tha theoretical description of the data. 
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Parameters fl- ,fik and fin uaad in the couplad channels analysis of tha 
52 HaV vactor polar izad deutaron acattaring fro* tha a-d ahall nuclai. 

"•a nV "ng M S i M S **S '•ax *°Ar 

fit

m} +0.50 +0.37 +0.30 -0.34 +0.27 +0.20 +0.18 +0.17 
l 4°> +0.05 +0.05 -0.03 +0.08 -0.20 -0.20 +0.10 +0.10 

fiz

m -0 53 -0.44 -0.35 +0.34 -0.33 -0.24 -0.18 -0.20 
fi** +0.05 +0.05 -0.03 +0.08 -0.20 -0.20 +0.10 +0.10 

0m

my 0.50 0.37 0.30 0.34 0.27 0.20 0.17 0.17 

Deforaation paraasters associated with tha full linas in figs 2-5 and 
with tha full circles in fig, 6. 

Deformation paraaetars associated with the dotted lines in figs 2-5 and 
with the open circles in fig.6. 

Coupling paraaeters associated with the dashed linas in figs 2-5 and 
with the full circles in fig. 6. 
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Figura Captions. 

Fig. 1. Vector analysing powers, iT u(6), for tha 2* states in tha s-d 
shall nuclei measured using 52 MeV vactor polarized deuterons. 

Fig. 2. The experimental results (dots) for the alaatic and inelastic 
scattering of 52 MeV vactor polarized deuterons from "He and "He 
coaparad with tha theoretical calculations. Errors saaller than 
tha size of tha experiaantal points are not shown. Tha coupled 
channels calculations for an axially symmetric rotational nodal, 
carried out using aithar prolate or oblate quadrupole deformations 
are shown in tha fora of tha full and tha dotted linas. The 
dashed linas show tha calculations using a harmonic vibration 
nodal. 

Fig. 3 Results for M M g and u S i . Sae the caption to fig. 2. 

Fig. 4 Results for 3 2 S and **S. See tha caption to fig. 2. 

Fig. 5. Results for M A r and *°Ar. Sae the caption for fig. 2. 

Fig. 6 Tha optical model parameters V%, ao„ V D and R^. Tha full circles 
correspond to tha full lines (a rotational modal, 02<O for M S i 
and fiz>0 for all remaining nuclei) and to tha dashed linas (a 
harmonic vibrator modal) in figs.2-5. The open circles are for 
tha dotted lines in figs.2-5 (a rotational modal with the reversed 
signs of P2). Tha coinciding values ara also shown as tha full 
circles. Tha full linas represent the original global parameter 
values of potential F' taken from ref. 1 7 >. 
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